NEW, POWERFUL 6-IN-1 SWITCHABLE DEEP LEARNING ALGORITHMS IN ONE CAMERA
Focus on Key Events, Gain Actionable Security & Operational Insights

FROM MAY 17 TO END OF JULY!

SAVE 50%

Smart Trial for Two Select DeepinView Packages

Camera Only Package
- DeepinView Camera Standalone Package
- Limited to a one-time purchase for each customer, Maximum 2 units
- Save 50%, Discount by Project Registration ONLY—Reach out to your local Hikvision sales representative for more details
- Smart Trial Focused Models: iDS-2CD7146G0-IZS, iDS-2CD71C5G0-IZS, iDS-2CD7A46G0-IZHSY, iDS-2CD7AC5G0-IZHSY, iDS-2CD7546G0-IZHSY, iDS-2CD75C5G0-IZHSY. Other lens options are also available, contact your local sales representative for more details

* U.S ONLY

Attribute Search Package
- The Attribute Search package is a complete solution with HikCentral, an I-series NVR and a DeepinView camera that delivers the full capability of Hikvision’s AI technology.
- Each package includes: One (1) DeepinView 4 MP Indoor Dome Camera, One (1) DS-7616NI-I2/16P/USA/4T NVR, 32 channel HikCentral CMS Video Base and 1 Channel Facial License
- Limit One Package Purchase for Each Customer
- Save 50%, Discount by Project Registration ONLY—Reach out to your local Hikvision sales representative for more details

* U.S ONLY

Smart Trial Focused Models: iDS-2CD7146G0-IZS, iDS-2CD71C5G0-IZS, iDS-2CD7A46G0-IZHSY, iDS-2CD7AC5G0-IZHSY, iDS-2CD7546G0-IZHSY, iDS-2CD75C5G0-IZHSY. Other lens options are also available, contact your local sales representative for more details

* U.S ONLY
Why Hikvision's Second Gen DeepinView Camera?

Classify Target Objects & Attribute Search:
DeepinView Series Cameras can detect multiple type of objects such as a person, a vehicle and license plates. Up to 15 different attributes can be quickly searched and identified, such as clothing color, age, gender, whether a person is wearing glasses or carrying an object. DeepinView cameras are fully supported by HikCentral Professional VMS to ensure effective video forensic search while protecting individual privacy, to reduce incident response time and cost of resolving investigations.

Exceptional False Alarm Reduction, Improved Alarm Monitoring Accuracy and Operational Efficiency:
Improved DeepinView AI algorithms greatly reduce false alarms by more than 95 percent. The camera can detect human and vehicle overlapping and multiple targets overlapping. It also precisely detects a human with the detection bonding box, excluding the broader range of a human shadow. Set parameters to monitor specific areas more easily with alarms triggered by human only, vehicle only, or human and vehicle.

Queue Management:
DeepinView can detect the number of people waiting in line and the wait time for each individual, helping businesses better understand customer wait times, optimize staff levels, and enhance customer experience and satisfaction.

Attribute-Based People Counting and Area Density Control:
This feature supports people counting when individuals enter and exit a specified area within a certain timeframe. The camera sends a threshold alarm if people density exceeds the predetermined threshold, alerting businesses to reduce occupancy to comply with social distancing and other safety requirements.

ePTZ Auto Tracking, Smooth Streaming to Optimize Bandwidth:
Auto tracking of people or vehicles via ePTZ provides details of targeted objects under limited network or unstable bandwidth. It also saves storage space by only storing video clips of important, tracked objects.